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ABSTRACT

The web presents an opportunity for realizing a distribute
design framework supporting multi-disciplinary, multi-org
anizational collaborative design and analysis activities. T
potential for deploying online, reusable parts libraries fo
virtual prototyping and design analysis exists. Howeve
several issues must be solved before vendors will be w
ing to provide online access to their intellectual proper
(IP). This paper reviews the main problems facing the we
based design and analysis community before the succes
application of web-based virtual prototyping can become
reality. To amplify and solidify our arguments, the appli
cation domain of web-based hardware/software co-des
is used.

1 INTRODUCTION

The interim report from the President’s Information Tech
nology Advisory Committee (Interim Report 1999) has iden
tified component-based software development and a sc
able information infrastructure as the key research issu
for developing next generation software. It is clear th
a multidisciplinary approach in defining new applicatio
programming interfaces is required for component-bas
development of global-scale software systems. In additio
models need to be developed for predicting the perfo
mance of dynamic and adaptive systems. However, t
chief problem prohibiting fast and effective virtual design
prototyping and component reuse of global-scale softwa
systems is the absence of available, distributed design en
ronments for design, including the supporting infrastructu
for web-based collaborative design activities (Page, Griffi
and Rother 1998). However, to ensure the successful, wi
spread acceptance of web-based design activities, seri
steps to ensure the protection of Intellectual Property (I
is essential.

Concerns for preserving IP make licensing and acce
ing detailed design data for virtual prototyping difficult. In
general, vendors are unlikely to provide detailed speci
cations of product data unless their (legitimate) concer
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regarding the protection of the product data from abu
and unintended distributions are adequately satisfied. A
dressing these concerns can lead to complex, protrac
negotiations that require detailed, project specific, licen
ing agreements. For example, within the electronics
dustry, numerous companies are developing and sell
IP (electronic subassembiles,e.g., JPEG circuits, memory
chips/cells), but are doing so in a completely off-line ma
ner. A more ideal solution would have the IP provide
distribute their product data on the web for testing wi
virtual prototypes and eventual integration into marketab
systems.

This paper describes our work to develop the web-bas
design technology necessary for vendors to safely distrib
and protect their IP on the web. The basic strategy is
provide non-proprietary interface definitions on the we
and to retain detailed product performance data beh
protected firewalls. The public interface definitions enab
interconnection with other regions of a virtual prototyp
and distributed analysis capabilities allow an evaluation
the fully operational virtual prototype. Thus distribute
simulation across the web becomes feasible, and conce
about the security of proprietary data are addressed.
is protected behind a firewall and distributed simulation
performed with the IP data wholly contained behind th
firewall — only simulation interface data denoting chang
to interface data values is exchanged over a potentia
public network.

2 THE DISCOE PROJECT

To address concerns for preserving IP, Clifton Labs, In
has embarked up the development of a distributed des
environment for hardware/software co-design. The DISCO
(DIstributed Simulation COllaborative Environment) projec
encapsulates a number of critical technologies required
provide a web-based distributed simulation environme
emphasizing the preservation of Intellectual Property.

As previously stated, the chief problem addressed
the DISCOE program is the creation of a distributed desi
environment for hardware/software co-design, including t
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Figure 1:  Distributed Architecture of a Communications System
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supporting infrastructure for web-based modeling and sim
ulation activities. This infrastructure enables a level o
collaboration between designers of electronic hardware a
software systems that was previously difficult to achieve
if not impossible. Today, multiple design teams within the
same organization may develop components for a sing
system, and other components may be IP provided by
third party. In either case, the parties participating in th
design must collaborate in order to fulfill the design goals
Furthermore, these parties may be geographically dispers
and may have sensitive design information to protect.

For example, consider the development of a large
scale air/space communications system (Figure 1). Figu
1 shows the architecture of a communication system, th
would support an avionics operation, where the componen
that make up the system are distributed across a number
organizations. Each organization may be reluctant to relea
their Intellectual Property for integration and simulation
The DISCOE concept allows these components to rema
at their respective sites, yet provides support for a comple
virtual prototype through local and remote simulations. A
shown in Figure 1, the digital signal processing (DSP
subsystem is composed of a DSP core, a custom ASI
and supporting software. It may not be feasible for th
DSP Board Subcontractor to release a simulatable mod
of the digital signal processing subsystem if the mode
contains sensitive design information regarding the ASIC
Typically, the DSP Subcontractor would be forced to develo
a simulatable model that would not reveal the Intellectua
1446
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Property of the ASIC vendor. The idea of developing anoth
simulation model for a system which is already simulatab
is not easily accepted, but is usually entertained becau
it is the only means of providing a solution using existin
technologies, while protecting individual IP information.

Figure 1 introduces another problem encountered duri
the integration of a system or a system of systems. Integ
tion is difficult because the components may be distribut
both geographically and throughout multiple organization
and over multiple tools. In this situation, organizing an
maintaining up-to-date repositories of these components c
be extremely difficult, especially during the developmen
process. Disperse design information is usually the result
collaborative design activities. Each of the subcontracto
depicted in Figure 1 is collaborating within the design o
the overall avionics system, although each participant m
not be acutely aware of his part in the overall design.

Figure 2 shows an example of a collaborative desig
activity as supported by the DISCOE project. Two desig
teams, Design Team A and Design Team B, are collab
rating to create a system. Design A utilizes a compone
maintained by IP Vendor X, while Design Team B ha
subcontracted a portion of its design to Subcontractor
The figure shows how the two designs depend on exter
components supplied by two distinct organizations. Desig
Team A is evaluating the use of Component x, supplie
by IP Vendor X, within its design. The online availability
of Component x, and the ability to simulate Componen
x within a virtual prototype of Design A, allows the de-
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Figure 2:  Distributed Collaborative Design Activity
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sign team to perform Simulation Based Acquisition (SBA
without entering into a formal agreement with the IP Vendo

Figure 3 depicts the simulation of the overall syste
design. Notice that only simulation information is passe
between the Systems Design Organization, the IP Vend
and the Subcontractor. Each participant in the distribut
simulation is aware of only the external interfaces of th
other participants. This ensures that Intellectual Prope
contained within the inner workings of the design remain
invisible to the outside world. Another problem encountere
within distributed simulations is the management of inte
actions between heterogeneous simulation models. So
models may be written in “C”, VHDL, Spice, or some othe
executable form. This can lead to problems when attempt
to connect these models to form a virtual prototype of th
system as a whole. DISCOE’s solution to this problem
a heterogeneous simulation backplane that supports a w
variety of simulation models.

This section has introduced many of the problems fac
while developing today’s large-scale systems, and has p
posed distributed simulation environments as a possi
solution. A distributed simulation environment can be ut
lized to solve another crucial problem, that of Intellectu
Property protection. In Section 3, we will discuss th
architecture of the DISCOE system, and its relevance
Intellectual Property protection. In Section 4, we expan
on the ideas of IP protection and discuss the prelimina
results of the DISCOE program. Finally in Section 5, w
conclude the discussion of IP protection through distribut
simulation and discuss future efforts of the project.
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3 THE DISCOE ARCHITECTURE

The chief problem prohibiting fast and effective virtual pro
totyping and component reuse is the absence of availa
distributed design environments for complex system desi
including the supporting infrastructure for web-based mo
eling and simulation activities. Multi-disciplinary, multi-
organizational collaborative design activities are poorly su
ported by current design tools. Furthermore, the need
online, distributed, competitively licensed IP compone
libraries has received little recognition. A collaborative d
sign environment for building today’s complex systems a
components requires the following capabilities:

• An ability to support the deployment of search-
able, distributed, online component libraries
that preserve Intellectual Property (IP) (Fish-
man 1998; Lee 1997) rights and promote multi-
vendor support of common parts for compet-
itive costing. The structural and behavioral
properties of online parts must be available
for virtual prototyping and yet must preserve
IP.

• Distributed compilation, simulation, and anal-
ysis (including synthesis (De Micheli 1994))
of systems designed with multi-vendor design
data. To protect vendor IP, the simulation and
analysis of remote data must have the ability
to occur remotely on vendor supplied com-
putational platforms or through IP protective
APIs such as OMI (Open Model Forum ), VSI
7
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(Alliance ), or AIRE (Willis, Wilsey, Peter-
son, Hines, Zamfriescu, Martin, and Newshutz
1996).

• A portable design language for expressing the
structural and behavioral properties of compo-
nents to be used in hardware/software systems
and components. There are several candi-
date languages for this activity, namely VHDL
(IEEE 1993), SUAVE (Ashenden, Wilsey, and
Martin 1998), VSPEC (Baraona, Penix, and
Alexander 1995), and Java (Gosling, Joy, and
Steele 1996). Recent research on languages
for modeling multiple domains at multiple lev-
els of abstraction has further resulted in the
development of new multi-level and multi-
model languages such as VHDL-AMS (IEEE
Computer Society 1997) and object-oriented
physical modeling (OOPM) languages such as
DML/CML (Fishwick 1998a; Fishwick 1998b).

• A database maintaining design data that sup-
ports concurrent sub-team design activities
across distinct sub-regions of a design. In par-
ticular, the database must support collaborative
design activities involving two or more teams
working on a single design. The database
must also support design integration, version-
ing, and change logs.

• The hardware/software co-design environment
itself must also be online and accessible re-
motely (with controlled access to protect the IP
of the CAD tool vendor). Support for hetero-
14
geneous execution and platform independence
is also necessary.

The DISCOE project is developing a design environ
ment to support distributed, collaborative design activitie
The environment supports secure transmission of design d
by remote analysis and simulation of vendor protected IP. T
analysis and simulation are platform independent; they op
ate in a distributed, heterogeneous web-based computatio
platform. A searchable online library promotes design reu
and relieves the effect of parts obsolescence. Furthermo
the organization of DISCOE supports future expansion f
other analysis capabilities such as co-synthesis, and supp
of HLA (Dahmann, Fujimoto, and Weatherly 1997) an
man-in-the-loop simulation.

3.1 The Major Components of DISCOE

Figure 4 depicts an instantiation of the DISCOE architectu
in which a single Systems Designer and a single Intellectu
Property vendor are collaborating to produce a virtual pr
totype of a design. The DISCOE architecture utilizes a s
of critical components that support distributed collaborativ
design activities while ensuring the Intellectual Proper
rights of each participant. DISCOE provides this suppo
in the following way:

• A searchable online Intellectual Property com-
ponent catalog

• A heterogeneous simulation backplane that
supports distributed synchronization.
48
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• A secure Intellectual Property distribution model
• A Java-based Hardware Description Language

(HDL) front-end that analyzes a component
model into the IIR memory-resident data struc-
ture of the AIRE/CE standard. This analyzer
is used to create user and vendor component
libraries (OMI, VSI, or FIR compliant).

• A suite of Java tools that is dynamically dis-
tributed to support the distributed design and
analysis activities.

• Online IP Component Catalog

Online access to IP components is critical to the co
laborative design process. These IP catalogs provide
engineer with a wide choice of IP components that provid
potential solutions to the design problem. Over the pa
twelve months, a number of IP catalog sites have appea
on the world wide web. These web sites do an excellent j
of presenting the engineer with a collection of potential
useful components. Some provide detailed technical doc
mentation, and even simulatable models. However, none
these sites has achieved the “try before you buy” conce
so widely prevalent on the Web. Although some sites d
provide access to simulatable models, these models m
be downloaded to the local site in order to be integrat
144
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within the prototype. Many of these models are only hig
level behavioral models, while others are fine-grained sim
ulations protected by what the industry calls “encryptio
through compilation”. In the first case, the consumer of th
IP is put at a disadvantage, because he may not be able
simulate the component with the desired accuracy. In t
second case, the IP vendor is put at a disadvantage, beca
by allowing his model to be downloaded he has essentia
lost control of his intellectual property.

DISCOE addresses these problems by merging the c
cept of an online component catalog with a distributed sim
ulation environment. Intellectual Property possessed by t
IP vendor remains securely behind the firewall. The only a
cess to this information is through the distributed simulatio
backplane, and the presentation of the IP Interface Spec
cation on the web browser. The systems designer brow
online IP component specifications, including technical da
application notes, and other appropriate information. Th
far, things are no different than an online Data Book. How
ever, when the designer finds an appropriate compone
he may then download the Remote Model Interface for th
said component. This interface does not contain any des
information other than the external stimuli available on th
component. The Remote Model also possesses the ab
to connect to the real IP Simulation Model, which remain
9
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securely nestled behind the firewall, by using the distribut
simulation backplane.

3.2 Heterogeneous Distributed Simulation Backplane

Note that the DISCOE simulation environment is referre
to as both distributed and heterogeneous. This distinct
is made, because there are two very important proper
required for a successful web-based simulation environme
First, the simulation backplane is distributed, because
simulation models participating in the virtual prototype ar
likely to reside in not only different geographical locations
but different ‘political’ organizations. The ability to leave
Intellectual Property in its original location, yet still retain
access to it is most beneficial to both parties involved in t
transaction. Second, the simulation backplane is design
to be heterogeneous. A web-based design environment
required all participants to model and simulate using t
same set of tools and modeling paradigms, would be j
about as useful as requiring all the drivers in the world
purchase motorcycles, because we could save money
asphalt and double the number of lanes on the highw
The heterogeneity of the backplane allows IP vendors
provide models in their most appropriate form. The on
catch to this apparent benefit, is that the Remote IP Interfa
must be able to plug into the designer’s local simulatio
environment. Until the formalization of simulator interface
is completed, which appears to be in the near future w
the advent of HLA for DoD simulations, as well as th
Open Model Interface (OMI) for the Electronic Design
Automation industry, DISCOE is relying on a conversio
of simulation interfaces into a standard format known
the heterogeneous simulation backplane BACKPACK.

Figure 5 depicts the BACKPACK distributed simulation
backplane. Note that all of the models which wish t
participate in a simulation are eventually interfaced wi
a Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA
layer. CORBA is a standard that allows distributed objects
interact in a network-based environment. Thus, at its lowe
level, the BACKPACK backplane consists of a collection o
distributed objects representing ports, signals, and contr

3.3 Analyzer and IP Publishing

In Figure 4, one will note the appearance of an Analyzer th
feeds into the design repository on the system designe
portion of the diagram. This analyzer, being developed
part of the DISCOE project, extends the abilities of th
VHDL language to support concepts required for high-lev
modeling and simulation. The analyzer accepts the inp
language SUAVE, which is a superset of VHDL and provide
extensions described in the following paragraphs:

The introduction of VHDL into the design flow for
digital electronic systems has enabled faster design tu
1450
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around and a reduction in the number of design defects.
capturing the intended behavior of a system, VHDL enab
simulation of a design before prototype fabrication, allowin
defects to be detected earlier in the design flow. It al
allows automatic synthesis of the design into a physic
realization, eliminating and reducing the opportunity fo
introducing further design defects.

The current state of the art involves expression of
design using VHDL at the register-transfer level (RTL
With an RTL design, the designer can verify functionalit
through simulation. The design is then synthesized to ga
level net-list, which is simulated again to verify correc
synthesis within required performance constraints. Wh
this is a significant improvement over previous design flow
there is room for improvement.

Efforts such as the RASSP program have sought to i
prove the design flow by concentrating on design express
at the system level. What is missing at the register-trans
level is a means of expressing design intent at a high le
of abstraction that can be analyzed, simulated and au
matically synthesized to lower levels of abstraction (an
physical realization, hardware or software - co-synthesi
It is desirable that the means of expressing system-le
design intent be semantically integrated with lower-lev
hardware and software design representations to avoid
“semantic gap” that otherwise occurs.

SUAVE is one attempt to achieve the goal of exten
ing VHDL to make it more readily express system-lev
design intent. In particular, SUAVE includes the followin
extensions:

Data Modeling: SUAVE proposes object-
oriented and genericity extensions to VHDL. Since
VHDL’s type system is based on that of Ada, the
approach is to adapt language mechanisms devel-
oped in Ada. The “programming by extension”
approach involves defining extensible ADT’s as
tagged records and subprograms in packages. The
type derivation mechanism allows new ADT’s to be
derived, inheriting and augmenting operations de-
fined for the parent ADT. Use of extensible ADT’s
in this manner allows the system-level design to
separate the concerns of data modeling and sys-
tem architecture, thus making the system-level task
more manageable. The genericity mechanism, also
adopted from Ada, is generalized to apply to de-
sign entities, allowing parameterization not only of
software components, but also of structural com-
ponents. This affords the designer significant op-
portunity for reuse, not only at the system level,
but at all levels of abstraction.

Abstract Concurrency and Communication:
SUAVE extends VHDL by introducing a commu-
nication channel that allows asynchronous message
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passing between processes. Channels are an ab
straction of signals, and allow expression of com-
munication without details of electrical character-
istics and strict timing. Channels can be statically
created, or dynamically created to communicate
with dynamically instantiated processes.

SUAVE generalizes the concurrency model of
VHDL, by allowing declaration of process types
that can be either statically or dynamically instan-
tiated. A declared process includes an explicit
interface, consisting of signals or channels. A de-
clared process can also be generic, allowing type
parameterized process that can be reused for dea
ing with different types.

Dynamic Structure and Reconfigurability:
SUAVE extends VHDL to allow expression of re-
configurable structures by generalizing the block
model of the language. Currently, a block is a static
partition of an architecture body, encapsulating pro-
cesses and component instances. SUAVE general
izes this by allowing the declaration of block types
that can be statically or dynamically instantiated.
Static instantiation is similar to static specification
of blocks, but allows a block type to be reused in
several places in a design. Dynamic instantiation
allows modeling of resources that are added to the
system during operation, and avoids the problem
145
of supposedly inactive resources affecting system
operation.

The SUAVE analyzer has been specifically designe
to allow the generation of Intellectual Property protectin
component libraries. The generation of these libraries
referred to as IP Publishing. Other forms of IP publishin
can be performed using existing tools. The concept of t
SUAVE language has been presented here to address
modeling and simulation needs of a project, from initia
high level behavior to lower level design.

3.4 Collaborative Design Environment

DISCOE provides a collaborative design environment
order to manage the complexity of large scale distribute
design activities. The graphical design environment
DISCOE supports collaborative design activities with th
following features:

Version Control: DISCOE provides revision
control and configuration management for design
entities. This information is managed using a client/
server architecture that gives remote design teams
controlled access to design entities. DISCOE pro-
vides file locking, automated merging, revision
1
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logs, and versioning through platform independent
tools and a friendly user interface.

Information Sharing: DISCOE allows dis-
tributed design teams to collaborate by sharing in-
formation through not only the distributed design
database, but also using a number of other features.
DISCOE users can query the design database, auto-
matically receive notifications regarding changes,
report and monitor design issues, and collaborate
using shared tools such as whiteboards, real-time
meeting rooms, and persistent discussion groups.

User Authentication: DISCOE protects sen-
sitive design information with user authentication,
and secure communications through encryption.

Graphical Design Capture: DISCOE pro-
vides a visual representation of the information
contained within a design that allows the design
engineer to easily comprehend the concepts of a
design entity.

Intellectual Property Reuse: DISCOE sup-
ports IP reuse by allowing design teams to inte-
grate external IP into their designs. DISCOE users
may search multiple remote IP catalogs and select
components that satisfy their design needs. The
IP associated with remote components remains in
the component provider’s control.

Intellectual Property Distribution: DIS-
COE supports IP distribution by allowing users to
package their designs for export as self-contained
IP components. These components can then be
placed on a Component Server that allows other
design teams to reuse the IP.

4 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION

In a distributed collaborative design environment, the pro
viders of reusable IP must be assured proper credit wh
their IP is utilized within a design. However, to be fair
to the designer, the IP provider must offer reasonable a
surance that the IP component will satisfy the needs
the designer. DISCOE satisfies both of these requireme
through distributed simulation and IP preservation.

DISCOE allows designers to instantiate remote comp
nents in their designs to test the compatibility of the remo
component. DISCOE also allows the IP provider to contro
access to the IP component. During distributed simulatio
a remote component is only visible through its external in
terface that is defined by the IP provider. Simulation eve
information is transmitted between the designer’s local sim
ulation environment and the providers remote simulation o
the component.

The provider’s interests are further protected throug
additional security measures. IP components reside on
component server that resides behind the provider’s firewa
1452
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The design content of IP components is further preserved
placing only the compiled, simulatable representation of th
component on the DISCOE component server. Access
the IP components is restricted through user authenticat
allowing the IP provider to control access to IP catalog
Finally, the simulation data passed between local and rem
simulations is transported on a secure communications lin

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have described the requirements of a d
tributed, web-based design and analysis environment, a
addressed the issues of intellectual property preservation
such an environment. We believe that the envisioned colla
orative environment satisfies these requirements in a uniq
fashion that fully supports the integration and preservatio
of intellectual property. The environment supports fast an
effective virtual prototyping and component reuse. It allow
teams of designers to collaborate at higher levels of abstr
tion. In addition, the environment helps designers loca
appropriate intellectual property components and integra
them into their designs. Finally, it protects the rights of th
intellectual property provider through distributed synthes
and simulation, encryption, and user authentication.
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